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Instructions for Mineral Identification with the BWTech iRaman Plus Spectrometer 
 
Sample positioning for a powdered mineral sample: 
 

1. Prepare your sample in the same way you prepare a sample for powder x-ray diffraction, 
aiming for a 10 micron grain size.  Coarser powders will also give Raman spectra and we 
do not yet know an optimum grain size. 

2. To hold your powdered sample, use the aluminum plate (Fig. 1) with the basin bored into 
it. Clean the plate with ethyl alcohol and ensure that it is dry before adding your sample.  

3. Place your powdered sample into the small inner basin, packing it tightly with your 
implements. Clear as much powder as possible off of the surface surrounding the inner 
hole so that the black cylindrical sleeve is flush against the bottom of the large hole. This 
will ensure that the focus point of the fiber optic cable is on the surface of your powder. 

4. Place the aluminum plate on the platform of the sample stage, lowering the stage if 
needed to position the plate.  Raise the stage slowly so that the black cylindrical sleeve is 
inserted into the hole in the plate until it is snugly positioned against the bottom of the 
hole. (The fiber optic cable and shutter should be held in place by a small bolt that can be 
tightened with an Allen wrench. 

5. Check to see that the shutter is open (slide it upward, make sure it stays there) and place 
the cover over the entire setup to minimize light infiltration. 

 
 

 
 
  

Figure 1. Al plate for powder sample. 

Figure 2. Fiber optic shutter. 
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Using BWTek iRaman Spectrometer 
 

1. This spectrometer uses a 532 nm (green), 50 mW laser which can damage your vision 
because it is so bright.  Therefore, a Smith Science Center safety protocol must be 
followed when the laser is in use.  In particular, whenever the laser is activated with 
the key on the back of the spectrometer, everyone in SR-129 (the XRD lab) MUST 
be wearing safety goggles that are designed to block 532 nm light.  Furthermore, the 
Laser-in-Use sign must be positioned on the outside of the room door warning that laser 
is being used. 

2. Turn on the spectrometer power using the black power switch on the back side of the blue 
iRaman spectrometer.   

3. If everyone in the room is wearing safety goggles, then turn on the laser activation key, 
also on the back of the spectrometer.  See the photo on the next page that shows the 
switches.  (There is also a laser interlock plug that should be in place.  And there should 
be a USB cable running from the spectrometer to the computer.) 

4. Log on to the computer using your Smith username and password. 
5. Turn off the room lights. Room lights will add unwanted background noise to your 

Raman spectrum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ßLaser activation key 
ßLaser interlock plug 
 
ßSpectrometer power switch 
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Data collection with BWSpec Software 
 
On the computer desktop in the XRD lab, click on BWSpec. (If using the laptop computer,open 
the folder that says “BWTek”, and select BWSpec.) 
 

1. Open BWSpec on the computer. You will control the spectrometer using the toolbar on 
the top of the screen. 

 
2. Go to the upper tool bar. Fill in the time a scan should take (in ms). 10000 ms is a good 

place to start (this equals 10 seconds). 

 
3. Enter the number of scans you’d like to do in the box to the left of the laser-on button.  

Start with 1, but increase to 3 or more to average out noise when collecting a final 
spectrum. 

 
4. In the box to the right of the blue “laser-on button” use the arrows to raise the laser power 

to 100%. The button should turn red. 

 
5. Acquire a dark scan by selecting the purple and blue bulls-eye icon.  The red laser-on 

button should turn blue during the dark scan. 

6. On the right sidebar, set the x-axis to Raman 
Shift (cm-1) and set the y-axis to Dark 
Subtracted. 

7. After the scan click on the graph icon on the far 
right hand part of the tool bar. Set both the x and 
y axes to automatic. 
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8. Acquire one spectrum by clicking the “play button” on the upper toolbar. You should see 
a progress bar on the bottom of the screen. It should take as many seconds as you 
specified in the ms window. 

9. After the spectrum is collected, as a safety precaution, click on the “laser-on” button so 
that it turns blue (laser-off). 

10. Your spectrum should be displayed and, depending on the sample, will show a large 
background “hump” with peaks sticking up from the hump like this screen capture of a 
dolomite spectrum. 
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11. To maximize your spectrum, adjust the ms scan time so that the highest part of the 
spectrum is about 60,000 counts of “relative intensity.”  To get the right scan time, divide 
the largest relative intensity value into 65,000. If you scan too long, there will be a 
horizontal line in the spectrum for the part above 65,000 and a “Spectrum is saturated” 
label at the bottom of the screen.  If there is a flat line, reduce the time accordingly. Once 
you have the right time for the scan, change the number of scans to 3 or more to average 
out noise when collecting a final spectrum.  The screen capture below is a spectrum with 
a small flat line at 65,000. 

12. Remember to press the “laser-on” button before pushing the “play” button.  If you wish 
to keep the first spectrum, too, press the “Acquire Overlay” (double-play).  You can 
choose what spectra are displayed using the checkboxes in the Spectrum List Panel. 
 

 
 

13. You can record your progress by using “SnipIt” software to capture any screen. When 
you have a good result for your sample, either capture the screen with “SnipIt” or 
Export/Print the result to a .pdf file. Be sure to Save any spectra that you may want to 
view again later. Save in .spc format. You can choose the file to save by clicking on it in 
the Spectrum List panel. 
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14. Remember to turn off the “laser-on” button and to turn off the spectrometer and the Laser 
Activation Key when you are done collecting data. When the Laser Activation Key is 
turned off, you and others in the room may remove your Safety Glasses. 

 
Using the Superman website to identify spectra: 
 

1) Press the Save button and save the file as a .spc file in a folder of your choice.  
2) Open Chrome. 
3) Open the Project Superman: Web Interface site at http://nemo.cs.umass.edu:54321/ and 

select Spectrum Matching. 
4) To upload your .spc file, select ‘choose file” under Spectrum to Match. See that this file 

appears in the plot window. 
5) In the drop-down menu for Baseline correction and pre-processing, select 

KajfoszKwiatek. Go back and forth between this correction and no correction and see if 
there are edge effect peaks on the right hand or left hand sides of the graph. 

6) If there are peaks on either edge of the graph, hover over the bottom side of the peak and 
see the x value that is displayed. In the crop-resample section under baseline and pre-
processing, put your x-value in the “to” box for a left side anomaly and in the “by” box 
for a right side anomaly. 

7) To apply this, click on the L1 button. 
8) Choose your comparison database under Database to Search, either RRUFF (Raman) or 

Dyar 96 (Raman). For RRUFF [Raman], no baseline removal is needed but select L1 for 
a normalization. For Dyar 96 [Raman], apply KajfoszKwiatek baseline removal and L1 
normalization 

9) Select the wide search button just above the graph and wait for your results!  The search 
may take a while.  The Search button will read “searching” while the search proceeds. 
Once you have the list of results, hit the plot button beside any one to see how well they 
actually match up with your plot.  If you have a good match, make a copy of the screen 
with the “SnipIt” tool to include in your report. 

10) A good match for the dolomite sample is shown on the next page. 
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See the following information about troubleshooting, should your matches come out faulty. 
 
The most likely cause for a faulty match is that the database used for matching is not configured 
similarly to the uploaded spectrum. To investigate this:  

1) Go to http://nemo.cs.umass.edu:54321/ and select Dataset Explorer. 
2) Click on the box next to Load to pull up options. 
3) Select the data set you are trying to use and hit Load. 
4) These are very large datasets so working with the whole thing may take some time. 

Under mineral, if you have an idea of what your sample may be, you can select a few 
different options to get a subset or you can proceed with the whole database. 

5) Under ‘Plot Data’ change the color to cycled and hit plot. 
6) It may take a while but you should see the whole data set plotted. 
7) Observe the x-axis and make sure it is the same as the data you are trying to fit. If not, 

you may need to manipulate your data to compensate. 
8) Sometimes it is difficult to see with a full data set plotted (another reason to use a subset) 

but you should be able to observe baseline behavior. 
9) Under ‘Baseline Correction and Preprocessing’, try the baseline removal methods one at 

a time. Each time, you need to hit ‘Plot’ to see the change in your data. 
10) Once you have a method that looks effective, try adding a normalization. Again, you 

must hit plot each time to display the changes. 
11) Using this explorer should allow you to find preprocessing parameters that display the 

data set in a way that can more easily match your data. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


